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Avram S. Bornstein Crossing The Green Line Between The West Bank and Israel (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002, 171pp.)



“Severe violence and oppression come not necessarily from those without an understanding of morality, but from the systematic exclusion of particular people from empathy. We detach ourselves from the pain of others by placing them outside ‘our’ community, which is often understood and identified by reference to overlapping distinctions of gender, class, race, ethnicity, or identity.” The Israeli-Palestinian society is one marked by divisions and by systematic exclusions. “Jews” and “Arabs” see themselves as different, as not belonging to the same society. Each group defines the other as not really ‘belonging’ there. Since the 1947 UN proposals to divide Palestine into two states, there have been many proposals for divisions. Yet none have been put into practice in such a way as to satisfy both parties. As Bornstein states, “In Palestine, the border, as opposed to parliamentary quotas as in Lebanon, was always the officially preferred mechanism for governing separation.” The Green Line of the title of the book was the armistice line between Israel and Jordan established in 1949 that ended Israel’s war of independence. In the June 1967 war, the West Bank was taken from Jordan and became occupied territory under Israeli rule. The West Bank was not incorporated into Israel; however Jewish settlers began building communities throughout the West Bank and to a much lesser extent in the Gaza Strip on the Mediterranean Sea. Today, a ‘security fence’ is being built as a new dividing line which does not follow exactly the ‘Green Line’ but incorporates areas of new Jewish settlements. This new security fence often cuts Arab villages from their farm lands and is built without the agreement of the most impacted. Yet despite both the physical and the mental walls, there is an Israeli-Palestinian society which is condemned to live together and to interact. Bornstein studies this IsraeliPalestinian society with an emphasis on the role of borders. “Border policies restricted Palestinian agriculture and industry, pushing many to serve Israeli producers and consumers. Tens of thousands of West Bank workers crossed the border to work in Israel almost every day. Tens of thousands of others, like car mechanics and textile workers, worked for Israelis in the West Bank. The border limited the claims most of these workers could make on those who made the profits. Subcontracting agents, who made business across the border possible, also suffered from restrictions at the border, but the border brought them new sources of wealth, creating new internal tensions. Labor and production processes in the borderland were an important part of the national conflict often missed in descriptions of the IsraelPalestinian struggle… “The power of the geopolitical border has been especially difficult for Palestinians. During periods of border closures, getting to work meant that West Bank Palestinians had to play cat-and-mouse with the Israeli army. They had to run through dry river beds, hide behind olive trees, or hike far away from the main roads. Even when the checkpoint was open, it was a place where heavily armed soldiers were looking for reasons to open fire or



take people into custody. This alone made crossings dangerous. Passing through it could be the first step into detention, which could unfold into an experience of incarceration and torture while under interrogation. This potential threat of physical violence also made symbolic violence all too common —Palestinians often faced the simple but painful humiliation of a soldier’s disrespectful questioning or search. Even if none of these things happened, crossing the Green Line peacefully was a form of economic violence that limited the rights of workers and the potential of Palestinian businesses.” Despite the borders, both physical and mental, there is a single Israeli-Palestinian society, and most of Bornstein’s book is a lively anthropological approach to that society. Bornstein, an American and Jewish, lived in a Palestinian worker’s home in the West Bank area of Tulkarm. He describes in detail the life of his host’s extended family. He participated along with family members in house construction work in Israel as well as farm labor. He saw the sub-contracting work of women in the clothes industry and the investments of Palestinians from the diaspora. He participated in weddings and describes the social rules and networks the weddings illustrates. He analyses the relations between Jewish Israeli employers and the Palestinian workers — a mixture of paternalism and exploitation. He also describes the relations between West Bank Palestinians and Arabs living within Israel who are Israeli citizens. The Israeli-Palestinian society is one of inequality. One hardly needs to be a Marxist to outline the aspects of ‘class warfare’ and the mechanisms of inequality. Thus, the major thrust of Palestinian advancement should be a lessening of inequality in the Israeli-Palestinian society: an increase in wages, health benefits, better housing, secure land rights. The partition of the Israeli –Palestinian society into two separate states is unlikely to bring about justice as the segments of the society are too interwoven to be separated. A ‘onestate’ solution is the most likely pattern, but such a state must be based upon respect for human rights and a recognition of mutual personhood. Bornstein’s book is an important contribution to learning about human interchange an serves to increase the moral recognition of mutual personhood, and breaking down systematic exclusion. Rene Wadlow
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